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Imagining America Feb 25 2020 In Imagining America, historian Alan M. Ball explores American influence in two newborn Russian states: the
young Soviet Union and the modern Russian Republic. Ball deftly illustrates how in each era Russians have approached the United States
with a conflicting mix of ideas—as a land to admire from afar, to shun at all costs, to emulate as quickly as possible, or to surpass on the way to
a superior society. Drawing on a wide variety of sources including contemporary journals, newspapers, films, and popular songs, Ball traces
the shifting Russian perceptions of American cultural, social, and political life. As he clearly demonstrates, throughout their history Russian
imaginations featured a United States that political figures and intellectuals might embrace, exploit, or attack, but could not ignore.
The Man Behind the Rosenbergs
Aug 25 2022 Feklisov reaveals here for the first time that he was the case officer handling the secret
Rosenberg intelligence network in New York during World War II.
Chip War Jul 12 2021 An epic account of the decades-long battle to control what has emerged as the world’s most critical
resource—microchip technology—with the United States and China increasingly in conflict. You may be surprised to learn that microchips are
the new oil—the scarce resource on which the modern world depends. Today, military, economic, and geopolitical power are built on a
foundation of computer chips. Virtually everything—from missiles to microwaves—runs on chips, including cars, smartphones, the stock market,
even the electric grid. Until recently, America designed and built the fastest chips and maintained its lead as the #1 superpower, but America’s
edge is in danger of slipping, undermined by players in Taiwan, Korea, and Europe taking over manufacturing. Now, as Chip War reveals,
China, which spends more on chips than any other product, is pouring billions into a chip-building initiative to catch up to the US. At stake is
America’s military superiority and economic prosperity. Economic historian Chris Miller explains how the technology works and why it’s so
important, recounting the fascinating events that led to the United States perfecting the chip design, and to America’s victory in the Cold War
by using faster chips to render the Soviet Union’s arsenal of precision-guided weapons obsolete. But lately, America has let key components
of the chip-building process slip out of its grasp, leading to a worldwide chip shortage and a new war brewing with a superpower adversary
that is desperate to bridge the gap. Illuminating, timely, and fascinating, Chip War shows that, to make sense of the current state of politics,
economics, and technology, we must first understand the vital role played by chips.
Studies in Intelligence May 10 2021
An International History of the Cuban Missile Crisis
Jan 06 2021 This edited volume addresses the main lessons and legacies of the 1962
Cuban Missile Crisis from a global perspective. Despite the discoveries of recent research, there is still much more to be revealed about the
handling of nuclear weapons before and during the Cuban Missile Crisis (CMC). Featuring contributions from a number of eminent
international scholars of nuclear history, intelligence, espionage, political science and Cold War studies, An International History of the Cuban
Missile Crisis reviews and reflects on one of the critical moments of the Cold War, focussing on three key areas. First, the volume highlights
the importance of memory as an essential foundation of historical understanding and demonstrates how events that rely only on historical
records can provide misleading accounts. This focus on memory extends the scope of the existing literature by exploring hitherto neglected
aspects of the CMC, including an analysis of the operational aspects of Bomber Command activity, explored through recollections of the
aircrews that challenge accounts based on official records. The editors then go on to explore aspects of intelligence whose achievements and
failings have increasingly been recognised to be of central importance to the origins, dynamics and outcomes of the missile crisis. Studies of
hitherto neglected organisations such as the US Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and the British Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) both
extend our understanding of British and American intelligence machinery in this period and enrich our understanding of key episodes and
assessments in the missile crisis. Finally, the book explores the risk of nuclear war and looks at how close we came to nuclear conflict. The
risk of inadvertent use of nuclear weapons is evaluated and a new proposed framework for the analysis of nuclear risk put forward. This
volume will be of much interest to students of intelligence studies, international history, foreign policy, security studies and IR in general.
Operation Whisper Oct 23 2019 Meet Morris and Lona Cohen, an ordinary-seeming couple living on a teacher's salary in a nondescript
building on the East Side of New York City. On a hot afternoon in the autumn of 1950, a trusted colleague knocked at their door, held up a
finger for silence, then began scribbling a note: Go now. Leave the lights on, walk out, don't look back. Born and raised in the Bronx and
recruited to play football at Mississippi State, Morris Cohen fought for the Loyalists in the Spanish Civil War and with the U.S. Army in World
War II. He and his wife, Lona, were as American as football and fried chicken, but for one detail: they'd spent their entire adult lives stealing
American military secrets for the Soviet Union. And not just any military secrets, but a complete working plan of the first atomic bomb,
smuggled direct from Los Alamos to their Soviet handler in New York. Their associates Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, who accomplished far
less, had just been arrested, and the prosecutor wanted the death penalty. Did the Cohens wish to face the same fate? Federal agents were in
the neighborhood, knocking on doors, getting close. So get out. Take nothing. Tell no one. In Operation Whisper, Barnes Carr tells the full,
true story of the most effective Soviet spy couple in America, a pair who vanished under the FBI's nose only to turn up posing as rare book
dealers in London, where they continued their atomic spying. The Cohens were talented, dedicated, worldly spies - an urbane, jet-set couple
loyal to their service and their friends, and very good at their work. Most people they met seemed to think they represented the best of
America. The Soviets certainly thought so.
Paris Weekend May 22 2022 KGB operative Paco Araya is a mole who runs a travel agency in Manhattan, where he’s been living for many
years. Suddenly, on a secret mission in Paris, he discovers by accident that the man he’s wanted to kill for many years happens to be within

reach. Why does Paco want to kill this man, a known international terrorist very much reminiscent of the infamous Carlos the Jackal?
Espionage and personal vengeance provide a deadly mix in this masterful Russian version of John Le Carre.
Pedagogy of Images Sep 14 2021 This collection offers a variety of scholarly views on illustrated books for Soviet children, covering
everything from artistic innovation to state propaganda.
Understanding Intelligence in the Twenty-First Century
May 30 2020 Over the past few decades, international history and security have been
significantly influenced by greater understanding of the role of intelligence in national security and foreign policy-making. In Britain, much of the
work has developed in the subdiscipline of international history with its methodological predisposition towards archive-based research.
Advances in archival disclosure, accelerated by the end of the Cold War, as well as by the changing attitudes of official secrecy and the work
of the intelligence services, have further facilitated research, understanding and debate. Recent controversies, including claims of politicisation
of intelligence historiography, have added additional public saliency to long-standing academic disputes. The events of September 11 and
their aftermath have shown the value and limits of secret intelligence and generated fresh controversies for proponents and critics. This book
examines critically the development of intelligence studies and assesses its contribution to the study of international relations. It draws upon
the viewpoints of leading academics, journalists and former practitioners, to explore the way the subject is studied, for what purposes and with
what consequences.
Farewell Oct 27 2022 Vladimir Vetrov, joined the KGB to work as a spy. Following a couple of murky incidents, he is removed from the field
and placed at a desk as an analyst. Soon, burdened by a troubled marriage and frustrated at a failing career, Vetrov turns to alcohol.
Desparate and in need of redemption, in 1980 he offers his services to the DST, the French counterintelligence service. Thus Agent Farewell
is born. Soon he is sneaking files and photographing sensitive dcouments, keeping the West informed of the USSR's plans--right in the heart
of KGB headquarters, hastening the end of the Cold War.
Studies in Intelligence Feb 19 2022
Iron Spy Mar 08 2021 Known as Fritz to his German spy-handlers and Zig-Zag to the British secret service, Eddie Chapman was a man of
many faces. While his early life was rife with petty crime, gang activity and a dishonourable discharge from the British military, Chapman's
unique skills were eventually sought out by Nazi Germany, and after convincing them he could use his criminal contacts to sabotage the
English forces, he was quickly recruited. But Chapman's loyalty to his country knew no limits. A talented, handsome, and reckless Englishman,
Chapman was a traitor on the surface but a fearless patriot on the inside. After cracking Germany's military code, the British sought Chapman
for their own affairs, and Chapman was happy to oblige. Eventually being awarded the prestigious Nazi Iron Cross for services to Germany
while acting as a double agent for Britain, Chapman's espionage efforts involved masterful deceit and feats which few men alive could ever
boast of. Eddie Chapman's life story is an unbelievable journey of crime, jail-breaks, treachery, and love. He was responsible for saving
countless lives during his career, cementing himself as the ultimate double agent during World War II.
Hiroshima Aug 01 2020 The US decision to drop an atomic bomb on the Japanese city of Hiroshima on 6 August 1945 remains one of the
most controversial events of the twentieth century. However, the controversy over the rights and wrongs of dropping the bomb has tended to
obscure a number of fundamental and sobering truths about the development of this fearsome weapon. The principle of killing thousands of
enemy civilians from the air was already well established by 1945 and had been practised on numerous occasions by both sides during the
Second World War. Moreover, the bomb dropped on Hiroshima was conceived and built by an international community of scientists, not just
by the Americans. Other nations (including Japan and Germany) were also developing atomic bombs in the first half of the 1940s, albeit
hapharzardly. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine any combatant nation foregoing the use of the bomb during the war had it been able to obtain
one. The international team of scientists organized by the Americans just got there first. As this fascinating new history shows, the bomb
dropped by a US pilot that hot August morning in 1945 was in many ways the world's offspring, in both a technological and a moral sense. And
it was the world that would have to face its consequences, strategically, diplomatically, and culturally, in the years ahead.
Hidden Finance, Rogue Networks, and Secret Sorcery
Jun 23 2022 Pursuing his investigations of high financial fraud, international banking,
hidden systems of finance, black budgets and breakaway civilizations, author and researcher Joseph P. Farrell investigates the theory that
there were not two levels to the 9/11 event, but three. He says that the twin towers were downed by the force of an exotic energy weapon, one
similar to the Tesla energy weapon suggested by Dr. Judy Wood, and ties together the tangled web of missing money, secret technology and
involvement of portions of the Saudi royal family. Farrell unravels the many layers behind the 9-11 attack, layers that include the
Deutschebank, the Bush family, the German industrialist Carl Duisberg, Saudi Arabian princes and the energy weapons developed by Nikola
Tesla before WWII. It is Farrell at his best—uncovering the massive financial fraud, special operations and hidden technology of the breakaway
civilization.
Spies, Wiretaps, and Secret Operations: A-J
Oct 03 2020 A comprehensive two-volume overview and analysis of all facets of espionage in
the American historical experience, focusing on key individuals and technologies. * Includes over 750 entries in chronologically organized
sections, covering important spies, spying technologies, and events * Written by an expert team of contributing scholars from a variety of fields
within history and political science * Provides a chronology of key events related to the use of espionage by the United States or by enemies
within our borders * A glossary of key espionage terms * An extensive bibliography of print and electronic resources for further reading *
Photos of key individuals plus maps of geographical locations and military engagements where espionage played an important role
VLSI-SoC: System-on-Chip in the Nanoscale Era – Design, Verification and Reliability
Apr 21 2022 This book contains extended and revised
versions of the best papers presented at the 24th IFIP WG 10.5/IEEE International Conference on Very Large Scale Integration, VLSI-SoC
2016, held in Tallinn, Estonia, in September 2016. The 11 papers included in the book were carefully reviewed and selected from the 36 full
papers presented at the conference. The papers cover a wide range of topics in VLSI technology and advanced research. They address the
latest scientific and industrial results and developments as well as future trends in the field of System-on-Chip (SoC) Design.
Generations of Jewish Directors and the Struggle for America’s Soul
Jun 11 2021 From generation to generation, three outstanding American
Jewish directors—William Wyler, Sidney Lumet, and Steven Spielberg--advance a tradition of Jewish writers, artists, and leaders who
propagate the ethical basis of the American Idea and Creed. They strive to renew the American spirit by insisting that America must live up to
its values and ideals. These directors accentuate the ethical responsibility for the other as a basis of the American soul and a source for
strengthening American liberal democracy. In the manner of the jeremiad, their films challenge America to achieve a liberal democratic culture
for all people by becoming more inclusive and by modernizing the American Idea. Following an introduction that relates aspects of modern
ethical thought to the search for America’s soul, the book divides into three sections. The Wyler section focuses on the director’s social vision
of a changing America. The Lumet section views his films as dramatizing Lumet’s dynamic and aggressive social and ethical conscience. The
Spielberg section tracks his films as a movement toward American redemption and renewal that aspires to realize Lincoln’s vision of America
as the hope of the world. The directors, among many others, perpetuate a “New Covenant” that advocates change and renewal in the
American experience.

The Counterintelligence Chronology Aug 21 2019 Spying in the United States began during the Revolutionary War, with George Washington
as the first director of American intelligence and Benedict Arnold as the first turncoat. The history of American espionage is full of intrigue,
failures and triumphs--and motives honorable and corrupt. Several notorious spies became household names--Aldrich Ames, Robert Hanssen,
the Walkers, the Rosenbergs--and were the subjects of major motion pictures and television series. Many others have received less attention.
This book summarizes hundreds of cases of espionage for and against U.S. interests and offers suggestions for further reading. Milestones in
the history of American counterintelligence are noted. Charts describe the motivations of traitors, American targets of foreign intelligence
services and American traitors and their foreign handlers. A former member of the U.S. intelligence community, the author discusses trends in
intelligence gathering and what the future may hold. An annotated bibliography is provided, written by Hayden Peake, curator of the Historical
Intelligence Collection of the Central Intelligence Agency.
Chernobyl Feb 07 2021 Winner of the Baillie Gifford Prize 2018 'An insightful and important book, that often reads like a good thriller, and that
exposes the danger of mixing powerful technology with irresponsible politics' - Yuval Noah Harari, author of Sapiens 'As moving as it is
painstakingly researched. . . a cracking read' - Viv Groskop, Observer The gripping story of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster, from an acclaimed
historian and writer On the morning of 26 April 1986 Europe witnessed the worst nuclear disaster in history: the explosion of a reactor at the
Chernobyl nuclear power plant in Soviet Ukraine. The outburst put the world on the brink of nuclear annihilation. In the end, less than five
percent of the reactor's fuel escaped, but that was enough to contaminate over half of Europe with radioactive fallout. In Chernobyl, Serhii
Plokhy recreates these events in all of their drama, telling the stories of the firefighters, scientists, engineers, workers, soldiers, and policemen
who found themselves caught in a nuclear Armageddon and succeeded in doing the seemingly impossible: extinguishing the nuclear inferno
and putting the reactor to sleep. While it is clear that the immediate cause of the accident was a turbine test gone wrong, Plokhy shows how
the deeper roots of Chernobyl lay in the nature of the Soviet political system and the flaws of its nuclear industry. A little more than five years
later, the Soviet Union would fall apart, destroyed from within by its unsustainable communist ideology and the dysfunctional managerial and
economic systems laid bare in the wake of the disaster. A poignant, fast paced account of the drama of heroes, perpetrators, and victims,
Chernobyl is the definitive history of the world's worst nuclear disaster.
America in the Cold War: A Reference Guide
Nov 04 2020 Including extensive, balanced information, keen insights, and helpful research
tools, this book provides a valuable resource for students or general readers interested in American policy, diplomacy, and conduct during the
Cold War. • Provides a solid introduction to the Cold War era that incorporates information from the latest scholarship • Documents the myriad
impacts, both obvious and subtle, of the Cold War on American culture • Supplies a thorough annotated bibliography that includes primary and
secondary sources, both standards and very recent studies—ideal for students and others interested in research • Constitutes a convenient
research tool for high school and undergraduate students writing term papers or preparing theses on Cold War-related topics
Paris Weekend Jul 24 2022 A KGB mole in New York City finds a long-lost enemy during a Paris trip.
How We Forgot the Cold War Aug 13 2021 “Here’s a book that would've split the sides of Thucydides. Wiener’s magical mystery tour of
Cold War museums is simultaneously hilarious and the best thing ever written on public history and its contestation.“ —Mike Davis, author of
City of Quartz “Jon Wiener, an astute observer of how history is perceived by the general public, shows us how official efforts to shape
popular memory of the Cold War have failed. His journey across America to visit exhibits, monuments, and other historical sites, demonstrates
how quickly the Cold War has faded from popular consciousness. A fascinating and entertaining book.” —Eric Foner, author of Reconstruction:
America's Unfinished Revolution, 1863–1877 "In How We Forgot the Cold War, Jon Wiener shows how conservatives tried—and failed—to
commemorate the Cold War as a noble victory over the global forces of tyranny, a 'good war' akin to World War II. Displaying splendid skills as
a reporter in addition to his discerning eye as a scholar, this historian's travelogue convincingly shows how the right sought to extend its
preferred policy of 'rollback' to the arena of public memory. In a country where historical memory has become an obsession, Wiener’s ability
to document the ambiguities and absences in these commemorations is an unusual accomplishment.” —Rick Perlstein, author of Nixonland:
The Rise of a President and the Fracturing of America “In this terrific piece of scholarly journalism, Jon Wiener imaginatively combines
scholarship on the Cold War, contemporary journalism, and his own observations of various sites commemorating the era to describe both
what they contain and, just as importantly, what they do not. By interrogating the standard conservative brand of American triumphalism,
Wiener offers an interpretation of the Cold War that emphasizes just how unnecessary the conflict was and how deleterious its aftereffects
have really been.”—Ellen Schrecker, author of Many Are The Crimes: McCarthyism in America
Strategic Intelligence in the Cold War and Beyond
Apr 28 2020 Strategic Intelligence in the Cold War and Beyond looks at the many events,
personalities, and controversies in the field of intelligence and espionage since the end of World War II. A crucial but often neglected topic,
strategic intelligence took on added significance during the protracted struggle of the Cold War. In this accessible volume, Jefferson Adams
places these important developments in their historical context, taking a global approach to themes including various undertakings from both
sides in the Cold War, with emphasis on covert action and deception operations controversial episodes involving Cuba, Chile, Nicaragua,
Vietnam, Poland, and Afghanistan as well as numerous lesser known occurrences. three Cold War spy profiles which explore the role of
human psychology in intelligence work the technological dimension spies in fiction, film and television developments in the intelligence
organizations of both sides in the decade following the fall of the Berlin wall Supplemented by suggestions for further reading, a glossary of
key terms, and a timeline of important events, this is an essential read for all those interested in the modern history of espionage.
Soviet Leaders and Intelligence
Sep 21 2019 Drawing on a plethora of sources, including decades of contact with senior Soviet figures,
Raymond Garthoff offers the most authoritative assessment to date of how Soviet leaders and intelligence chiefs understood--and
misunderstood--the United States during the Cold War. --Joseph C. Goulden "The Washington Times"
An Honorable Man Dec 25 2019 "This gripping first novel in a spy thriller series, set in Washington D.C. at the height of the Red Scare,
investigates a double agent in the CIA whose betrayals threaten to compromise the two lead investigators, the Agency, and the entire nation"
-Next Stop Execution Mar 20 2022
The Enola Gay and the Smithsonian Institution
Jul 20 2019 On August 6, 1945, the B-29 Enola Gay dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima,
Japan, which ushered on the end of World War II. For the 50th anniversary of this major event in world history, the National Air and Space
Museum of the Smithsonian Institution produced an exhibit. A controversy erupted, however, over the exhibit's historical authenticity. Veterans,
for example, complained that the museum displayed a misrepresented version of history. After concisely covering the background of the Enola
Gay and its mission, this study focuses on the controversy surrounding the museum exhibit. Issues covered include casualty figures, ethical
questions, and political correctness, among others. The viewpoints of such groups as museum personnel, exhibit organizers, veterans, and
historians are covered. Appendices offer information on content analysis of the National Air and Space Museum exhibit script, non-museum
materials that were intended to complement the exhibit script, and the importance of full disclosure in research.
The Brother Jun 30 2020 "The Brother now discloses new information revealed since the original publication in 2003?including an admission

by his sons that Julius Rosenberg was indeed a Soviet spy and a confession to the author by the Rosenbergs? co-defendant ... Sixty years
after their execution in June 1953 for conspiring to steal atomic secrets, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg remain the subjects of great emotional
debate and acrimony. The man whose testimony almost single-handedly convicted them was Ethel Rosenberg?s own brother, David
Greenglass, who recently died. Though the Rosenbergs were executed, Greenglass served a mere ten years in prison, after which, with a new
name, he disappeared. But journalist Sam Roberts found Greenglass, and then managed to convince him to talk about everything that had
happened"--Amazon.com.
The Post-Soviet Russian Media
Dec 17 2021 This book explores developments in the Russian mass media since the collapse of the USSR in
1991. Complementing and building upon its companion volume, Television and Culture in Putin's Russia: Remote Control, it traces the
tensions resulting from the effective return to state-control under Putin of a mass media privatised and accorded its first, limited, taste of
independence in the Yeltsin period. It surveys the key developments in Russian media since 1991, including the printed press, television and
new media, and investigates the contradictions of the post-Soviet media market that have affected the development of the media sector in
recent years. It analyses the impact of the Putin presidency, including the ways in which the media have constructed Putin’s image in order to
consolidate his power and their role in securing his election victories in 2000 and 2004. It goes on to consider the status and function of
journalism in post-Soviet Russia, discussing the conflict between market needs and those of censorship, the gulf that has arisen separating
journalists from their audiences. The relationship between television and politics is examined, and also the role of television as entertainment,
as well as its role in nation building and the projection of a national identity. Finally, it appraises the increasingly important role of new media
and the internet. Overall, this book is a detailed investigation of the development of mass media in Russia since the end of Communism and
the collapse of the Soviet Union.
The Cuban Missile Crisis Nov 16 2021 The Cuban Missile Crisis: When Intelligence Made a Difference By: Regis D. Heitchue The Cuban
Missile Crisis—the most dangerous event of the Cold War— has been chronicled in countless books and several movies that speak primarily to
the political and diplomatic aspects, with only marginal reference to activities of U.S. intelligence before and during the crisis. Nothing in the
historical record portrays the scope of those efforts which were critical to President Kennedy as he sought to resolve the crisis in a peaceful
manner and on terms favorable to the U.S.. Recognizing the absence of the intelligence chapter in the historical record of the crisis, the author
undertook to document that story in The Cuban Missile Crisis: When Intelligence Made a Difference. The author’s account is a unique story of
what American intelligence knew, when it knew it, and how it knew what the Soviets were doing in Cuba prior to and during the crisis—and what
we now know, 60 years later, quite accurately, what the Soviets were actually doing in Cuba. In that way this book is a valuable addition to the
history of the crisis. There are intriguing aspects of the Cuban Missile Crisis that scholars still debate: Why did Khrushchev take the enormous
gamble that he did? Did the mysterious backchannel between the Washington KGB chief and an ABC newsman help to resolve the standoff
between Moscow and Washington? The author sheds light on these and other mysteries of the Cuban Missile Crisis. There are striking
parallels between the Russian war in Ukraine and the Soviet misadventure in Cuba: In both, the Soviets and the Russians lied and deceived to
conceal their true intentions, and in both, Soviet and Russian leaders badly miscalculated.
Summary of Sergei Kostin & Eric Raynaud's Farewell
Sep 26 2022 Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book. Sample
Book Insights: #1 Svetlana, the wife of Farewell, was able to give us a lot of information about her husband. She was able to tell us about his
character and his inner motivations, which made the suspenseful, sensational side of the story much more believable. #2 Vladimir Vetrov was
born on October 10, 1932, in Moscow. He was raised by his mother, Maria Danilovna, and his father, Ippolit Vasilevich, who was a corporal
during World War II. His parents had a happy relationship. #3 In the 1930s and 1940s, Soviet citizens did not have the perks that Communist
Party and government officials were enjoying. They did not have their own plot of land to grow vegetables, and they had to share the kitchen
and the bathroom with several other families. #4 Vladimir was a great student, and he was very good at mathematics. He was admitted to the
MTVU, and he was among the first students to graduate as high-tech specialists. He loved everything technical, and he had to give up
athletics to remain a good student.
Elemental Germans Dec 05 2020 Christoph Laucht offers the first investigation into the roles played by two German-born emigre atomic
scientists, Klaus Fuchs and Rudolf Peierls, in the development of British nuclear culture, especially the practice of nuclear science and the
political implications of the atomic scientists' work, from the start of the Second World War until 1959.
Encyclopedia of Cold War Espionage, Spies, and Secret Operations
Jan 18 2022 The only comprehensive and up-to-date book of its kind
with the latest information.
The Communist Experience in America
Nov 23 2019 Arguments about whether distinctive features of American society, culture, political
structure, economic system, or population account for the relative weakness of American radicalism have engaged historians, sociologists,
and political scientists for decades. Influential concepts such as frontier theory have been linked with the absence of class conflict in America.
Other analysts have attributed the failure of the American Left to fierce repression, giving red scares and the McCarthy era as illustrations.
Some have linked the American Left's failure to American immigration, winner-take-all elections, and the cultural values of individualism. The
Communist Party, one of America's largest and longest lasting radical groups, offers many lessons about how radical political groups can take
advantage of-or squander-their opportunities.Klehr focuses on the theme of American exceptionalism and problems that America's capitalist
society raised for Marxism and other radical groups. The Communist Experience in America deals with dissident communist formulations.
Such groups included a number of talented men who went on to a variety of political and literary careers. Klehr also deals with fellow travelers,
some of whom wrote fascinating essays on American exceptionalism and the decline of political extremism.In part, Klehr hopes to inspire the
same moral outrage about Communism that fuels those dedicated to ensuring that Nazi crimes are never forgotten or obfuscated.
Communism, in practice everywhere in the world, also came at enormous human cost. Regardless of their other virtues or qualities, those who
supported or defended Communism from the safety of the United States must be called to account. This work does just that; in detail and
depth.
The Invisible Harry Gold Jan 26 2020 A gripping account of the man who gave the USSR the plans for the atom bomb. The subject of the
most intensive public manhunt in the history of the FBI, Gold was arrested in May 1950. His confession revealed scores of contacts, and his
testimony in the trial of the Rosenbergs proved pivotal.
The Image of the Enemy Apr 09 2021 Intelligence agencies spend huge sums of money to collect and analyze vast quantities of national
security data for their political leaders. How well is this intelligence analyzed, how often is it acted on by policymakers, and does it have a
positive or negative effect on decision making? Drawing on declassified documents, interviews with intelligence veterans and policymakers,
and other sources, The Image of the Enemy breaks new ground as it examines how seven countries analyzed and used intelligence to shape
their understanding of their main adversary. The cases in the book include the Soviet Union's analysis of the United States (and vice versa),
East Germany's analysis of West Germany (and vice versa), British intelligence in the early years of the Troubles in Northern Ireland, Israeli
intelligence about the Palestinians, Pakistani intelligence on India, and US intelligence about Islamist terrorists. These rivalries provide rich

case studies for scholars and offer today’s analysts and policymakers the opportunity to closely evaluate past successes and failures in
intelligence analysis and the best ways to give information support to policymakers. Using these lessons from the past, they can move forward
to improve analysis of current adversaries and future threats.
A Death in Washington Mar 28 2020 This is the first book to recover all original documents released by the British archives in 2002 and by the
FBI, completing the author's ten-year study.
Encyclopedia of Media and Propaganda in Wartime America
Sep 02 2020 Presents reference entries on the impact of propaganda on
American war efforts, from the American Revolution up to the present day conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Morality and Politics: Volume 21, Part 1 Jun 18 2019 Complicating the ancient debate over the intersection of morality and politics are diverse
definitions of fundamental concepts: the right and the good, virtue and vice, personal liberty and public interest. Divisions abound, also, about
whether politics should be held to a higher moral standard or whether pragmatic considerations or realpolitik should prevail. Perhaps the two
poles are represented most conspicuously by Aristotle and Machiavelli. These essays address perennial concerns in political and moral theory
and underscore the rekindled yearning of many to hold the political realm to a higher standard despite the skepticism of dissenters who
question the likelihood or even the desirability of success.
Spying in America Oct 15 2021 Can you keep a secret? Maybe you can, but the United States government cannot. Since the birth of the
country, nations large and small, from Russia and China to Ghana and Ecuador, have stolen the most precious secrets of the United States.
Written by Michael Sulick, former director of CIA’s clandestine service, Spying in America presents a history of more than thirty espionage
cases inside the United States. These cases include Americans who spied against their country, spies from both the Union and Confederacy
during the Civil War, and foreign agents who ran operations on American soil. Some of the stories are familiar, such as those of Benedict
Arnold and Julius Rosenberg, while others, though less well known, are equally fascinating. From the American Revolution, through the Civil
War and two World Wars, to the atomic age of the Manhattan Project, Sulick details the lives of those who have betrayed America’s secrets.
In each case he focuses on the motivations that drove these individuals to spy, their access and the secrets they betrayed, their tradecraft or
techniques for concealing their espionage, their exposure and punishment, and the damage they ultimately inflicted on America’s national
security. Spying in America serves as the perfect introduction to the early history of espionage in America. Sulick’s unique experience as a
senior intelligence officer is evident as he skillfully guides the reader through these cases of intrigue, deftly illustrating the evolution of
American awareness about espionage and the fitful development of American counterespionage leading up to the Cold War.
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